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Chance Trahan updates on the legendary involuntary porn

site IsAnybodyDown.com and its “Takedown Hammer” satire.

 In case you’re oblivious to what is going on, a Follow the

IsAnybodyDown.com controversial website here.

Latest Update: Chance Trahan Has since deleted his

response due to his lack of care in the subject, if at all.  For a

while Chance publicly denied running “Is Anybody Down” and

said that publicly harassing him so that their sites were

ranked higher than his was and is cybersquatting, among
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many other nefarious things that harbor malicious intent.

Read On for the full unbiased story.

 

The scandelous Twitter group #KnightSec of the defunct

hacking group “Anonymous”, fresh off of gaining international

attention on BBC United Kingdom for supposedly targeting

involuntary pornographer Hunter Moore, which apparently

gained the attention of IsAnybodyDown and its founders.

Which ended up as a false alarm anyways. Yet, Moore was

bullied into submitting a letter that instantly became a public

article upon the arch-angeled, poorly handled and severely

mislead, Bullyville. Bullyville is a nuisance to anyone that runs

a website they deem as “involuntry porn” that they do not

agree with the content of. They will go as far as public

harassment on twitter, sending people posing as the real

“anonymous” hacking group and hiring people to lie their way

into the entrapment Becca Tobin plots. But, Becca Tobin just

can’t seem to keep her mouth shut. Becca Tobin is convinced

that her public forms of harassment are justified by her

“Charity Foundation” which is just a contest based on votes to

get money for pretending to be a celebrity for a day. I’ve

never heard of her, have you? Bullyville posts about a

potential suit against Is Anybody Down’s third party hiree,

the Takedown Hammer.

Craig Brittain and Chance Trahan have officially launched their

self-titled websites to tell their own personal stories about

their lives. to get this mayhem off their plates once and for

all.

Zoinks Scoob, Chance Trahan doesn’t run

IsAnybodyDown.com, although he says “But, it would be a lot

cooler if I did.” Chance Trahan has only created logos for the

site. As a matter of fact,Chance Trahan even created the Is

Anybody Down official facebook. Chance stills remains the

current target of such scrutiny that has one on for months

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-20579728
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now.

Chance Trahan doesn’t “run” the site. Chance is a third-party

hired to do select work for Craig Brittain

Chance doesn’t “run” the site! Idiots!! Every month, Chance is

subjected to many random tweets being thrown at him from

random twitter accounts. Must be because of someone’s

payday, hmm! Chance remembers before the media began

calling Is Anybody Down IADX.org: a shortlink of

IsAnybodyDown.com

Chance also defended his family publicly:

Update: This last October was the time when Chance was

http://chancetrahan.com/chance-trahan-sutakira-studios-charity-work/
http://instagram.com/kataishin
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hired as the third-party SEO whiz. Chance Trahan posted a

screenshot of a comment he sent to the legendary gossip

based site, TMZ about IsAnybodyDown, saying it posts nude

photos and phone numbers of people just to see what would

happen. It’s risks like that, that you have to take in order to

gain attention. The Instagram post, described

IsAnybodyDown.com as “awesome”

The web design business run by Craig and Chance Hey Great

Website, has a collection of sites they have created in an

article posted by Chance Trahan.

But wait, there’s more! Chance recognized the reasons why

Hunter Moore really quit and made a parody of it in

celebration of IsAnybodyDown stunning Hunter Moore and

keeping him away from the involuntary porn game. This is the

truth, the whole truth so help me, GOD!

Chance Trahan did a lot of work for Is Anybody Down and is

quite proud to boast that to anyone on any given day. It’s no

secret, Is Anybody Down was designed by Chance, However

the content and idea of Is Anybody Down was created by

Craig. Check out anything you want on The mirror tweets of

Chance Trahan about Is Anybody Down.

This Mirrored tweet on Topsy is hilarious.

Check out Trolldown, where Craig Craig Brittain exposed

Kenneth White. You can also check out the slimeball website

where On the Media interviews Craig Brittain of Is Anybody

Down, Where Chance is erroneously described as “founder”
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http://chancetrahan.com/its-chance/
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of Is Anybody Down when Is Anybody Down was already

founded by the time Chance Trahan was agreed to be hired

as a Third-Party-hiree to Craig Brittain, Listen to the On The

Media Is Anybody Down Interview.

If we had broken any laws, we’d already have been charged.

We haven’t and we won’t be. The end.

Or there’s the Gust.com profile, where Is Anybody Down

seeks investors to fund the project and pay it’s employees.

Alas, Chance is again listed as a “co-founder” on AngelList

Business Profile.

“David Blade, III”:

This Prosperity Mirror Seeing The Mirror In Yourself Logo is

from ProsperityMirror.com, which is (registered to Chance

Trahan and Hey Great Website are other sites designed by

Chance Trahan on the internet. But Hey Great Website is

registered to Craig Brittain

Chance has yet to responded to any negative allegations

made by any bogus parties hired to harass him and infiltrate

his public twitter life.

You may not be able to be immune from criticism, but you do

need the permission to publicly harass him on Twitter. Or at

least not at first, until you block them or even worse, have to

protect your tweets so someone can’t have you account

deleted unjustly because they disagree with your content.

Chance Trahan says “IsAnybodyDown is infamous.” Talking

We’ll never be in front of a jury, because we

haven’t broken any laws, and with each passing

second, the credibility of our opponents and

their bogus, unsubstantiated, loaded,

circumstantial, false interpretations of the law

evaporates…

“
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publicly about someone and to someone unwelcomely

and/or defaming their sense of character is “cybersquatting,”

and also is “harassment” to it’s finest degree.

For more info on Chance Trahan please visit Sutakira Studios.
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